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Self-tinting Glass™
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Windows are your connection to the outdoors and protection from the
elements. While environmental conditions can be unpredictable, your view
and comfort should never be compromised.

I

magine windows that intuitively adapt throughout the day for you —
a standard offered exclusively by Suntuitive® glass.

Imagine functionality
Suntuitive glass is simple—it uses heat from sunlight to tint your windows when necessary. On days of intense sun, when you
might have to pull a shade or blind with traditional windows, Suntuitive glass will gradually darken for you. This will balance the
intensity of the light and all but eliminate the heat coming in through your windows, while preserving your view.



No maintenance



Maximizes daylight



Reduces interior glare



Excellent R-factor and Uvalue



Blocks solar heat



Reduces noise



You can always see out of
your windows



Easy installation



Optimizes energy efficiency



Can be used in new and replacement windows

In the windows above there is one traditional window in between windows
with Suntuitive glass. The Suntuitive glass has tinted to balance the brutal
glare and heat that the traditional window is letting in.

Suntuitive glass offers comfort and peace of mind
With Suntuitive glass, there is no guessing. Gone are the days of sacrificing your view by closing the drapes to block intense sunlight. Gone are the days of constantly adjusting your thermostat. Suntuitive glass is efficient and continuously works for you to
provide a comfortable and safe living environment.

Imagine unmatched security & protection
Laminated glass provides strong resistance from flying
debris and home invasions. In addition, Suntuitive
glass offers unparalleled fading protection by blocking
100% of all UV light as well as reducing other sources
of fading that can damage items in your home
including: photographs, artwork, furniture, carpet and
wall coverings.

*Suntuitive glass is not privacy glass. There may be times when shades and
blinds are appropriate.



Shields your home and family
from damaging UV



Impact & security tested



Forced entry tested



10 year warranty

Why Suntuitive Glass?

Available in most tints, shapes and sizes

Traditional
Glass Windows

Suntuitive
Glass Windows










Energy efficient windows with Low-e

Sometimes

Safety tested and rated

Sometimes

Responds to the heat from the sun
Complete fading/UV protection
Noise reduction
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This photo and photo on right credit: REHAU® MONTANA ecosmart house

Natural light is beautiful

Residence in
Montana, USA

Suntuitive glass is available with most
window frames
Available in sizes
up to 64” x 144”

This includes but is not limited to vinyl, fiberglass, wood and aluminum frames.
Suntuitive glass is a great option for both new and replacement windows.

Suntuitive glass can be any shape
Suntuitive glass can be made in any shape and is easily installed into insulated units
with a Low-e coating including:





Learn more about Suntuitive glass by Pleotint
Visit: www.Suntuitive.com
Call: 616.662.7216
Email: info@pleotint.com
Find Pleotint on:

Picture
Bay/Bow
Casement
Sliders






Single/double hung
Patio doors
Transom
Arched






Skylight
Sloped
Curved
Custom shapes
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“The homeowners say the best part is that they can watch their kids play on the beach or the boat, while they have a
perfect view from the cool house.” – Rob Vis, Co-Owner of Celebrity Builders

Contact us today
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